FLIPMODE
Installation and use manual
Please read all instructions carefully before installation.
Unboxing Flipmode

2)

2) Next, open the wide side
flaps to reach the contents of
the box.

2)
After opening the top cover,
make sure to 1) first open the
flaps at the top of the box.

1)
1)

Flipmode box contents
The Flipmode box should contain the following
parts and components (the parts and components
are not in scale):

1 x handle

1 x marker tray

5x
M5 x 16 mm
Pan head screws
Philips or Torx

1 x wall mount

5x
M4 x 16 mm
Countersunk screws
Philips or Torx

2 x flipchart
paper hooks

1 x Flipmode frame
with straps

Installing Flipmode

1

In case you are installing several Flipmodes:

In case you are installing several Flipmodes side by
side, we recommend to use the side edge of the first
Flipmode for installing the next one in the correct
position, and so forth.
If possible, we recommend that you start by installing the rightmost Flipmode first, as this way it is
easiest to remove the straps from the doors.
Another option is to first install all wall mounts, and
then attach the Flipmode frames to them.

Install the wall mount to the wall by using a screw
in each corner. Please make sure to use heavy-duty wall anchors. The mounting holes are designed
for 6 mm metric screws, which enables the use of
alternatively 3/16 inch or 1/4 inch screws.
Wall mounting accessories are not included in the
delivery.
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2

1)

2)

Place the Flipmode frame in the secured wall mount
by...
1) ...first, sliding the top of the frame into place
so that the flap in the wall mount is inserted into
the corresponding alignment hole at the top of the
frame, and...
2) ...second, by pushing the bottom of the Flipmode
frame inside the wall mount.

Secure the frame to the wall mount by attaching it
with the included M5 pan head screws.
First, install and secure two M5 screws on the bottom of the frame. You may need to slide the bottom
of the frame slightly outwards to align the mounting
holes. Be careful not to slide the frame out of the
wall mount while adjusting it.
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5
After securing the Flipmode frame to the wall
mount, cut the straps holding the doors closed.
Make sure to cut them at the slits between the door
and the rest of the frame, to reduce risk of damaging
the surface of the product.

Next, install and secure two M5 pan head screws on
the top of the frame while pushing the top of the
Flipmode frame towards the wall.
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2)

1)
The straps should be cut on both sides, and once
that is done, they can be removed by pulling them
out through the slits on the sides.

Position the handle
so that the side with
the shorter distance
between the screw
hole and the handle
tip faces towards the
whiteboard.
1) Open the door and attach the handle with two
countersunk M4 screws.
2) If you’re planning on using a flipchart paper, the
hooks are easiest to install when the door is open.
Place the hooks’ flanges into the grooves cut into the
door panel frame.
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2)

1)

Attach the acoustic board. The aoustic board
is held in place with magnets. Install the
board to the side containing the acoustic
board framing by 1) first sliding its bottom
edge ontop of the door’s flanged edge. 2)
Then, push the top edge of the acoustic
board into the frame.
Install the marker tray with two countersunk M4
screws. In order to do this, first fully open the door
and slightly close it by turning outwards the side
with the framing for the acustic board (seen in the
picture above). This way it will be easier to attach
the screws to their corresponding holes. Make sure
that the folded side of the marker tray is positioned
towards the whiteboard.

The flanges have slots in the corners at the
top and bottom edges of the framing. For
removing the acoustic board, just grab it
using these slots and pull it gently out of the
framing.
After attaching the acoustic board, your
Flipmode is ready for use!

Using Flipmode
Starting with the acoustic board facing outwards

1) Pull the handle

2) Flip the panel

3) Close the panel

4) Create and collaborate

Flipmode dimensions

715 mm | 28.15 in

85 mm | 3.35 in

Acoustic board

Whiteboard

1155 mm | 45.47 in

35 kg | 77 lbs.

101 mm | 3.98 in

105 mm | 4.13 in

125 mm | 4.92 in
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